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October 30, 1981 

LAC/DR/RD, Mr. Albert L. Browu. _-.:,) 

LAC/DR/RD, Nelson Maurice ~~ 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Periodic report: Status of the Crop Credit Insurance 
Project, No. 598-0579 

I. Status of the Insurers 

The condition of the three insurers principally associated with 
the program is excellent. Pages 1 to 16 of the report for the 
second quarter of 1981, submitteG by IICA and attached here as 
Annex A, make excellent reading. The Panamanian program continues 
solid; ASBA in Bolivia has moved into its second crop season; and, 
CONASA in Ecuador, has issued its first 50 policies. Fifty insureds, 
by the way, is a very proper sample size for the first essay into 
this business. 

The most impressive fact that I want to report about these insureds 
is a subjective one. Management of the insurers and the technical 
staff pulled together by Mike Gudger at IICA are agile, energetic 
and extremely dedicated to their tasks. There has been a great 
deal of initiative shown and some suprising achievement realized. 
In Bolivia, for example, the insurer will be adding one or two ne-,;v 
crops, a livestock program, a life insurance program, and is well 
advanced in the process of having the government spin them off as 
a private sector insurer. (The need for this will be discussed 
below, in section V.) I discussed the need for this organizational 
change with ASBA and its advisors once in May. They have moved on 
their own, forcefully and well. 

Also, because of the shortage of ag credit in Bolivia, ASBA has a 
short~ge of loans to insure. It has been, therefore, extremely 
aggressive in finding and matching funds and lenders so that small 
farmer lo~s can continue. This is unique institutional behavior 
in Bolivia today. 

In S110.!.:t--~ we now have three insurers that are behaving as we 
envisioned when the project was approved. They provide an e~cel
lent laboratory for refining what we know about doing this kind of 
insurance and for measuring the impact (i.e. social utility) of 
this instrument. 

There is a fourth program associated with our project, this is 
ANACA in Venezuela. AID funds are not :1eing used to support it 
but the AID-created crop insurance expertise at IICA has promoted 
this one on its own. Unfortunat~lyj ANACA, as it is now consti
tuted, has little chance of being successful as defined by any 
meaningful criteria. The program has been lavishly funded by -the 
GOV and the funds have been given directly to it. \']ith the other 
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insurers, the funds :vere channeled th~8ug~ the technical assistance 
organization (IICA), which gave them qui~e a bit of leverage on the 
insurers' new management. In this case, A~ACA has tended to 
ignore the technical advice provided by IICA, advice which usually 
spoke of restraint and more careful structuring of the insurer and 
use of personnel and other resources. 

An important lesson can be learned here. This is, that channeling 
financial assistance through the technical assistance source will 
increase the probability of the TA being well used. 

II. Status of the Resea~ch 

A conference on crop insurance research is being scheduled for 
February, 1982. The conference will be sponsored by the crop 
insurance program of IICA and IFPRI (International Food Policy 
Research Institute). It will revie\,; progress to date and recommend 
questions and methodology for further investigations. The confer
ence will primarily involve agricultural econometricians. 

An interesting aspect of the research being conducted by this 
project is that one set methodology is not being followed. Rather, 
a provisional methodology was established and data collected. 
Once that data was analyzed, the need for modifications in the 
methodology became apparent and were introduced. This proces.s 
should continue to the end of the project. 

~he ~ur?ose of this research is double. First, there is an i~pact 
or benefit/cost goal where we are concerned to know if the size of 
the benefits are great enough to \Varrant AID 's, the host governments 
and even the farmers' investments. This aspect, once one allows 
for its extreme difficultness, is going quite well. 

The second face to the research is what might be called operations 
research. That is, the generation of information that can be used 
to improve the management of the insure~s, per se. On this front, 
there has been considerable progress, but lt has been uneven. The 
unproductive efforts have resulted, in my opinion, from a tendency 
for different groups of professionals to work in isolation. The 
economists have not consulted with the insurance professionals, 
nor have the insurance personnel offered to work with the economists. 
This is due to several factors; the natural, psychological pre
ferenc~Qf people to deal \vith similarily trained professionals; 
the widely scattered stationing of our personnel; and the very 
limited number of people in the program. 

In any case, in order to assure high quality analysis and pre
scription, IICA will have to make special efforts to increase 
interdisciplinary cooperation. I have discussed this with project 
management. 
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Please see ~~es 22 to 25 of the last IICA Quarterly Report, ____ • 0 

ac~acheG hera as A~nex B, for additional 'insight into the research 
activities. 

III. CroD Insurance Developments in Other Countries 

\.Je expect to see an irLsurer start soon in the Dominican ReEublic. 
The authorization for our regional project has been amended to 
permit our working there. The Nission has agreed to provide grant 
financing for the technical assistance and we are now preparing 
another amendment to the regional project to incorporate this 
i~crease i~ funding. 

On the GODR side, the groundwork for the insurer has been comDleted 
and enabling legislation for the insurer is awaiting the President's 
signature. Th:'s, in turn, seems to be dependent on a determination 
of-what level and schedule of funding wiil be provided to the 
insurer. This is actively being negotiated and should be reached 
soon. 

We have been striving for some time now to establish this insurer 
as a private sector enterprise and have been reasonably successful. 
The insurer will be a mixed corporation, but its charter will permit 
the private sector to dominate. The bylaws of the insurer ~vill be 
rNTitten after it is chartered. It will be crucial that we provide 
qu~lified ~echnical assistance at that point to assure the position 
of the private sector. 

\ve have recently begun conversations with both the USAID and the 
Government of Honduras. Initial reactions were encouraging, 
although some skepticism, which is quite healthy and reasonable 
for a new project such as this, has been expressed. Crop Insurance 
may be included as a shelf project in the present PL 480 programing 
exercise. 

A comprehensi~review of the agricultural credit system in 
Honduras should be completed shortly. The decision to continue 
promoting crop insurance or not will be taken in the context of this 
larger ques-tion -- i.e. How to improve the agri.cultural credit 
system? 

In Colombia, \Ve have provided some assistance to private companies 
and the government. There is presently a bill before the Colombian 
Congress \vhich Hould create a government controlled insurer \vhich 
the private companies would be forced to reinsure. This situation 
would be highly unstable. There would be no 'reason for the 
(politically controlled) insurer to avoid paying unnecessary losses 
as long a~ they could "milk" the reinsurers. 

IICA is sponsoring a conference, to be held in November, in Bogata, 
to provide some basic education about crop insurance and to turn 
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the present situation around. The mo~eni is particularly rice 
to get a good insurer started. Colombia, also, is a particuiarly 
attractive place to work because of the size, degree of develop
ment, and general affluence of the country. Any program run here 
I.;ill be much more visible than in.any of the other countries where 
we now operate. 

Apparently, as a result of seeds sewn as early as four years ago 
by myself and more recently by the IICA people, the GOlernment of 
Paraguay has recently become interested in crop insurance. Based 
on my earlier visits there, I believe that there is a good chance 
to develop an excellent program. A two-man IICA team will be 
there in early November to produce an initial feasibility study 
and design. I will overlap with that team for 2-3 days. 

IV. Technical Assistance Canacitv 

One of the primary goals of this project is the creation of a W~V~ 
insurance technical assistance capacity I.;hich would be available. 
to work in other countries and regions after the end of this 
project. Good people have been fOUnd and trained, and they now 
form the nucleus of that long livsti TA capacity. 

Unfortunately, the present strategy of working within IICA is 
unlikely to produce the desired results. This is because of the 
following factors: 

A. Present employees are likely to leave the project 
because of salary problems. 

B. Dual managerial control impedes the effectiveness of the 
technicians. 

C. IICA personnel policies aI:e... designed to select agri
culturalists and it is un~lling/unable to adjust to 
allow the hiring of insur~ professionals. 

Efforts to focus IICA's attention on the seriousness of these 
problems have been unsuccessful. An attempt will be made again in a 
few months. Revision and extension of the project (see section ~r:---
belC't.~'\ 1;.;ill be held in abeyance until that time to permit AID to 
chan_ the strategy and channels for creating the technical assis
tanc~ .. lstitution, if this proves to be unavoidably necessary. 

V. Lessons Learned 

This project has an overt research component, some results of 
which have already been discussed. There is also an:Dmplicit 
research component: it is the entirity of the project. This is 
due to the fact that crop credit insurance is new (begun by this 
proj ect) and that we are busy learning or discovering hmv: it should 
be done. 



-j---Near t~e end of 1980, ~ve began to understand the implications and 
inte~~elations of t~e insu~er's £:~~ctu~e, the risks insured, and 
the financing of the insurer. ~e now believe that we know how to 
build financially viable and financially self-sufficient crop 
credit insurers. (The difference between financially self
sufficient and viable is that Ivhile both are capable of continuing 
in existence indefinitely, and functioning effectively, the 
financially viable organization require continued subsidies.) We 
have now made successful connections with the international 
commer;ial reinsurers and, in effect, have created an integrated 
financial structure which can withstand very large losses. 

A. Financially Viable 
Insurance System 

~Go· ~ i~RE . 'It', ~)'U1surer 

ootracted 
:ybsidv 

Pranium '''''' ;/1 
'~/.~ and 

/ Private \ Benefits 
'\.. LiSurer ~ 
'---'\ '~lmical Assist. 

A Agency 
I , 

Prerniurr. and 
Benefits 

'1 
FarI!Ers 

B. Financially Self-Sufficient 
Insurance System 

rRE' 'insurer 
"'--'"' 
~. 

~va~ ,~ Insurer .(-.~ 

Li 
Fanners 

Notice that the two systems are identical except that one includes a circle 
labeled "Government" and an arrow with the underli ~pd term, 
"Contracted Subsidy." This term is keYi here is VJ J. 

In the all-risk crop insurance case we protect against broad (cr 
catastrophic) hazards such as draught and flood., If one farmer 
suffers. many others Hill be in the same situation. Note that this 
is not the case with most other insurances -- life, auto, fire, etc. 
where if one insured loses, others do not necessarily also suffer 
losses. 

~at can happen when all of these farmers lose their crops is that 
they put pressure on the government for relief. If the government 
mms an insurer it may (and frequently does) order it to pay the 
losses. In the case of welathy nations, this is not a problem. 
For poor countries, however, it is a different story. The funds 
to pay the losses must come from somewhere. 
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If a reinsurance treaty is in place, the temptation will be c~
"nilk" the reinsurer. As soon as the reinsurer uerceives this to 
be the case, it will get off the risk. The insu~er will cease 
being an integrated f~nancial structure and will depend heavily 
upon public funds to pay for losses. It will become just another 
economically irritational subsidy channel which will steer mO.re 
and more resources to the politically powerful and away from poor 
and average farmers. 

If the insurer can be organized as a private company (e.g. -
farmer mmed mutui.~l), there can be a coincidence of the entre
preneurial or private profit motive and the social welfare goal. 
T~e interDosition of the nrivate i~surer, which does not want to 
pay losses unnecessari:y," in the system diagram provides protection 
or insulation for the reinsurer, and quite suprisingly, for govern~ 
m€nts. Reinsurers can stay on the risk and the system can again 
handle large losses, that is, it again be viable. 

Key elements here are that the insurer's management be private 
sector controlled, that the pursuit of private (either individual 
or cooperative) profit can be made to coincide with the pursuit of 
the social welfare goal, and that government subsidies to the system 
must be contracted, specific and limited. The subsidies cannot be 
simple, open-ended guarantees to pay excess losses since this allows 
politics to get back into ~he decision making. 

We now see viable insurance - type responses in three different 
situatiorLs. 

1. The privately-managed insurance company, with or without 
carefully controlled government support, is viable and 
dominates in all situations. 

2. If the local situation will not permit a privately
managed insurer, then the classical model of the "insurer' 
as a government agency is viable if and only if the 
country is very wealthy (U.S., Mexico, Venezuela, Japan, 
Sweden, Canada). Note that we said only that the system 
is viable. In terms of economic benefits and costs, the 
private model will dominate. 

3. Where private management is not possible and the country 
is not wealthy, then any disaster relief type program woul~ 
be preferred over a public insurer. A public insurer of 
catastrophic risks would be about as effective and cost 
efficient at its job as most agricultural developnent 
banks are at theirs. 

Since this spring, we have been concentrating on moving our insurers 
to the private se~or. 

This relation between reinsurance, management control, and the type 
of risks we insure are further developed in the draft paper attachec 
h.ere as Annex C. 



TABLE 3 

AREA INSURED BY TYPE OF FARMER {HECT. 

YEAR 1980 - 1981 

-. Provinces Total Individual Organized 
Fa mer Farmer 

Chiriqui 5,603.25 3,513.75 2,089.50 
Los Santos 5,668.00 5.395.00 273.0 
Herrera 2,909.0 2,090.0 
Cocle 1,043,60 447.48 596.12 
Veraguas 1,147.0 195.0 952.0 
Panama 631 5 233,5 398.0 --TOTALES 16,1~~ 11 ,874.73 4,308.62 ---
~nurce: Direcci6n Nacional de Segura Agrlcola. 

http:4,308.62
http:2,089.50
http:11,874.73
http:5,668.00
http:5.395.00
http:5,603.25
http:3,513.75
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are further indicative of the feasibility of a self-financing insurer. 

At present the program is still susceptible to adverse experience 

that could underc~1t its financial viability. However, as the programs grows 

and cover larger volumes of credit, it will achieve a better spread of risk 

and begin to benefit From economics of scale. At present. ISA covers relative

ly modest percentages of the credit extended for insured options, excepting to

matoes and sorghum. (See Table 4). 

The problem which must be successfully confronted if the program is to 

become a self-sustaining national program is that the present premium rates do 

not accuratly reflect the real cost of the business, as mentioned in 

last quarter's report, we are developing a new set of premiums to reflect the 

true costs of each option. There are now available. Rice continues to subsi

dize most of the rest of the crops while many other crops are not paying an 

adequate premium. (See Table 5). Two factors are at work to produce these 

transfers and subsidies. Several components have had very adverse loss expe

riences such as corn in the Province of Panama; other components of the port

folio are expensive to service. A regionalization of the premium structures will 

enable ISA to remove some of the subsidies and to more accuratly reflect the 

cost of the business. As can be seen from Table 6, the administrative costs per 

dollar of coverage vary widely. Again, corn in the Province of Panama''ts, the 

most costly at 42.5~ per dollar of coverage while rice in Cocle costs onlY.34e 

per dollar. In other words, it is 140 times more costly administratively to 

protect the same dollar of investment in corn in Panama Province than to protect 



Crops and 
,Province 

Rice 

Chiriqui 
Los Santos 
Cocle 
Veraguas 
Panama 

Maize 

.. Ch;riquf 
Los Santos 
Herrera 

-Cocle 
Panama 

Sorghum 

Chiriqui 
Los Santos 
Herrera 
Cocle 
Panama 

Beans 

Chiriqui 

Tomato 

Los Santos 
Herrera 
Cocle 

'. Veraguas 

: 
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TABLE 5 

Nomi na 1 and Real Prem; urn Ra te per Cr.ops and Prov; nCE 

Premium Rate 
1980-81 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0,05 

1977 -81 

Real Premium 
(Loss cost 1977-81 plus 
administrative cost) 

0.0446 
0 10161 
0,0487 
0.0608 
0,05* 

071233 
0,0788 
0,1153 
0,0742 
1,0437 

o .148j 
0,1049 
0,0934 
0,1302 
Q!E.652 

0,2158 

0;0753 
0; 1332 
0,1426 
0,7954 

* Data for only one year, 

Subsidy Percentage 
to farmer 

0.') 
0,0 
0.0 

17,8 
0.0 

59,44 
36.55 
56.63 
32.61 
95,20 

66.42 
52,33 
46.47 
61.60 
23.31 

76.83 

20.32 
54,95 
57.92 
92.45 

-



Crops 

Rice 
Maize 
Sorghum 
Beans 
Tomato 
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TABLE 4 

AREA FINANCED BY THE BDA 

COVERED BY THE ISA 1980 -81 

Area Financed Area In::iured 

22,577 7,700 

9,336 3,696 

5,408 3.838 

670 89 

876 860 

Percenta~e 
Insured 

34.1 
39.4 

71.0 

13.3 
98.2 
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TABLE 6 

ADMINISTRATIVE COST PER COVERAGE DOLLAR 1980 - 81 

Chiriqui Los Santos Herrera Cocle Veraguas Panama 

Rice 0.0315 0.0087 0.0033 0.0335 0.0499 
t·la i ze 0.0~02 0.0494 0.0537 0.0543 0.4253 

Sorghum 0.0973 0.0268 0.0295 0.0175 0.0620 

Beans 0.1168 
Tomato 0.0354 0.0391 0.0657 0.3236 

Feeder Stock 0.0511 0.0526 0.0480 1).0675 0.0488 0.0333 

Se:men Bu 11 s 0.0089 0.0085 0.0154 0.0175 0.0122 0.0096 

Breedi ng Stock 0.0350 0.03117 0.0260 0.0375 0.0316 0.0225 
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rice in Cocle. This vast difference needs to be closed both to reflect the true 

risk cost of production and to prutect the insurer and its clientele who must 

pay the cost through transfers from less risky crops. 

The livestock portfolio has shown the same rapid growth as the agricul

tural portfolio. Over the last year, the total premium written increased by more 

than 40% to a total of $6.3 million. (See Table 7). The unloaded loss ratio de

creased to 69% due to two factors: a diversification of the portfolio and an 

increasing professionalization of the staff. Table 8 indicates that the premium 

in the liv2stock portfolio also require some adjustments to compensate for the 

loss experience and prevent subsidization of some farmers by others. 

From these calculations of the real premium required to cover the loss 

cost and administrative experience, several very tentative conclusions can be 

drawn. First, premium rates can be expected to vary widely. The three grains 

for which several years of loss experience is available show premiums ranging 

from a mere 1% for rice in Los Santos to almost 15% for sorghum in Chiriqui. 

The range of premium required to cover livestock losses and administration costs 

is slightly smaller, ranging 1.5% to almost 8%. Second, not all farmers nor 

options are insurable if the farmer has to bear the real cost of the protection. 

If these high risk options are to be protected, the government will have to bear 

part of the premium cost. It is most unlikely that a farmer could pay 15% over 

and above interest cost and show a profit. However, by calculating real costs, 

ISA can permit the government to see which options it is subsidizing at what rates 

and which options are tran~fering resources to others. Third, while the range 

A 



TABLE 7 

OPERATIONAL SUMf1ARY OF CATTLE INSURANCE BY PERIODS 

CONCEPTS 

COVERAGE (B/. ) 

INSURED HEADS 

POLICIES ISSUED (n) 

PAID INDEMNITIES (B/. ) 

EARNED PREflIUf.1S (B/ .l 
Loss Rqti,o* 

NOTE: The periods are from May to April. 

Source: Direcci6n Nacional de Finanzas 

1978-79 1979-80 

7480987 3,555,862 

3.392 11,677 

284 830 

8,731 64,191 

10,074 61,937 

,87 1,04 

1980-81 

6,307,071 

18,969 

1,276 

112,130 

163,318 

,69 

0-

I--' 
N 

* This figure .is an approxi~ation (LR = Indemnities) as the unearned premium has not been removed nor 
are adminisiration and loss Premium 
adjustment/costs included. 



Activity and 
Province 

Feeder Stock 
Chiriqui 
Los Santos 
Herrera 
Cocl e 
Veraguas 
Panama 

Semen bulls 
Chiriqui 
Los Santos 
Herrera 
Cocle 
Veraguas 
Panama 
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TABLE 8 

Nominal and Real Premium Rate for Cattle activities by Province 

1978-81 

Average Rate* 
Premium 1980-81 

0.0268 
0,0343 
0.0193 
0.0697 
0.0214 
0.0223 

0,0266 
0.0273 
0.0287 
0,0261 
0,0498 
0,0360 

Real Premium Subsidy Percentage 
(Loss cost 1978-81 plus to the farmer 
adMinistrative cost) 

0,0639 58.06 
0~0677 49.33 
0,0778 75.19 . 
0.1135 38.59 
0.0696 69·'.25 
0',0447 50.11 

0,0340 21.76 
0',0220 0,0 
0'.0154 0.0 
0.0408 36,02 
0,0409 0.0 
0.0409 11. 98 . 

Breeding Stock 
Chirique 0.0235 01 0558 
Los Santos 0.0202 0,0429 
Herrera 0.0289 0,0409 
Cocle 0,0253 0,0577 
Veraguas 0,0280 0,0495 
Panama 0.0215 0.0328 

* Average Rate Premium 1980 - 81 = Earned Premiums 1980 - 81 
Coverage 

57,88 
52,91 
29,33 
56,15 
56,56 
34 1,45 
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of premium required to cover loss costs is likely to remain about the same (for 

~xample, the highest about 10 times the lowest on crops), the absolute numbers 

hould diminish significantly as the program grows and achieve economies of scale 

loth in the central office and in the field, thus reducing the administrative 

:osts. 

rROJECT ACTIVITIES IN ECUADOR 

On the 4th of June, the Superintendent of Insurance approved the 

issuance of agricultural insurance by CONASA. Following of the issuance of 

Superintendent's decree, CONASA began to issue potato insurance in the north of 

Ecuador near Tulcan. The sale of policies is currently underway and at this writ

ting nr data is available. Initial estimates, however, are that the total number 

of insured will be quite small, perhaps of the magnitude of 50-60 policies. How

ever, we believe that for an initial test this number is adequate. It will 

permit an intense supervision and at the same time is adequate to provide a trial 

run for the administrative and financial systems. 

The next crop to be insured will be coastal rice near Guayaquil in the 

Daule area. Again, a small pilot project is planned as the initial test. The 

first policies should be issued in late June or early July. At present however, 

there are some seve~~ marketing problems in rice which must be solved before it 

is technically feasible to offer the coverage. Although market risk is not cover

ed, it would be unrealistic to offer coverage for a crop with high price variabi-

lity and a strong likelillood of producing a loss. 
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At present, documentation for the livestock insurance and the farmer 

credit life insurance programs are in the regulatory process. CONASA is legally 

permitted to operate both lines and the approval to begin should be forthcoming 

during the next quarter. 

As the insurance programs are actually beginning, IICA must initiate 

the research effort. We have attempted to cover both Ecuador and Bolivia with 

the present staff of two researchers. It is, simply put, infeasible to do an 

adequate job with the present human resources. We will contract a researcher 

stationed in Quito for both Ecuador and Bolivia. The name of that person will 

soon be submitted to USAID. 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES IN BOLIVIA 

ASBA, the Bolivian insurer, closed it first cycle in a very satisfactory 

manner. The small group of insureds in the Cochabamba area suffered no losses. 

Although, early hail caused damage to potato plants, they were able to recover -

A 

due to the technology utilized as a prerequisite of insurance. In fact, the insur-

ed's yields exceed the yields of uninsureds by about 40%. The pilot project has 

also produced a substantial demand for credit, insurance, and the technology package 

substantial in fact that care must b~ taken not to produce an unmarketable surplus 

of potatoes in the region. 

The Superintendent of Insurance has approved the operation of the 

farmers 'credit life insurance program. ASSA has also received a reinsurance 

proposal from the Netherlands Rp;nsurance Group for a very attractive quota 
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share and excess of loss contract. The final terms of the operation of the credit 

life insurance with BAS are being negotiated, notwithstanding that one of the most 

important branches, Cochabamba, is occupied by the military. USAln has suspended 

P.L.480 disimbursements to BAB. As a result, we are uncertain that ASRA will 

be able to insure BAB credit. 

The livestock insurance authorization is in the Superintendency and 

approval is expected shortly. ASBA plans to insure two herds, one of 50 qrown 

Swiss imported from a aclimatization station in Peru and one of 3,OCO head air 

freighted from Uruguay. The value of the herd is estimated at 52,000.000 U.S. 

-As the forthcomi ng quarter is the 80 Uvi an wi nter, ASBA wi 11 be engaged 

principally in evaluation of the first cycle and selection of risk for the forth

coming cycle. We expect to be able to expand considerably and operate in two 

zones, in addition to including two new crops, livestock and a credit life program. 

As always, the development of AS9A is heavily dependent uron RAB and p.L.4RO. At 

present, the prospects for an orderly insuranci operation remains hiqhly exposed to 

developments beyond its control, 



RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: 

J 
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Our research activities have moved ahead steadily throughout the 

second quarter. Research upon the impact of insurance upon farmer and the agri-

cultural sector is a complex task, as the phenomena under study is a intricate 

part of the systems of agricultural production in the three countries. We have 

opted to try to piece together the puzzle in a methodical manner with carefully 

designed an rigorously controlled testing. 

The first results of this work is now becoming availahle and can be 

reported in tentative form. It should be remembered that these results are partial, 

as they are from only one country, one year and/or one crop. However, we helieve 

them interesting enough to be cited. 

Farmers and Insurance 

The project's linear programming-model is designed to estimate the farm-

er's demand for insurance. Although the schemes are obligatory, demand can serve 

as a dummy variable to estimate the farmer's "need" for the insurance for the va-

rious crops produced on his farm and estimate the degree of receptivity of the 

farmer to its introduction. Our first runs of the model indicate a very interest-

ing pattern of demand. Insurance is not in demand when traditional farming methods 

including diversification of plantings, are used. It is, however, in demand when 

farmers move to production characterized by a higher degree of capital intensity 

(and concomitantly a greater financial risk), and more sophisticated technoloqy. 

Initial results seems to indicate that insurance is most useful in stimulating these 
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farmers with an adequate resource base for specialized production to change to 

more productive technologies. Likewise, farmers who have already made the transi-

tion to more :apital intense agriculture tend to demand insurance as a risk manage-

ment tool. Insurance seems less in cemand when farmers continue to use traditional 

technology. In term of costs and benefits, one would expect much more favorable 

ratios when insurance is offered to groups attempting to move toward small scale 

commercial production but are hindereu by an inability to bear the fi~ancial risk. 

A concrete example of this phEnomena is the results of Panamanian in-

dustrial tomato producers. These are principally small farmers who are able to 

plant 1 or 2 hectares of tomatoes during the dry season due to the presence of a 

river for irrigation. They produce on contract for a nearby plant and thus have 

their prices fixed. The plant also supplies very good technical assistance and 

thereby greatly reduces disease and pest losses as well as those caused by less 

than adequate technology usage. 

The first year insurance was offered, only 45% of the farmers took the 

policy which carri~d a 7% premium. nur survey was able to take advantage of this 

nearly ideal laboratory condition to administer questionnaires to both groups. The 

effects of natural phenomena was the same. Their yields were very similar. In 

fact, the only significant difference WaS that the insured's imcome was about 15% 

higher than the uninsured's due to the net indemnities (total indemnities minus 

premium) derived from their policies. 

B 



Unfortunately, the success of insurance has destroyed our nearly ideal 

laborutory. In the 1980/81 cycle, 98% of the producers opted for the insurance. 

The results of this nearly universal acceptance of insurance produced loss ratios 

ranging from 4~ in Los Santos Province to 76% Veraguas Province, indicating that 

the geographical risk spreading function of insurance is working to produce results 

similar to those of the 1979/80 cycle reported above. Further surveys will be 

carried out to quantify the results of the cycle. 

The Credit System and Insurance 

The second component of the overall production system we are studying 

is the rural credit system, specifically the formal lenning institutions. We are 

specifically interest0d in changes in the structure and performance of the portfolio 

of the lender following the partial introduction of insurance. The collection 

and organization of portfolio data is very time consuming and costly. However, 

some revealing tentative results are available. In Graph No.3, we can see clearly 

that Panama's Banco de Desarrollo Agropecuario (BOA) was experiencing a declining 

rate of recovery in its tomato portfolio from 1974 to 1079. The introduction of 

insurance reversed that tendency and now the BOA enjoys over a 9S% loan recovery 

rate, an ; ncrease of 15% in two years. 

We are presently trying to estimate the additional savings that insur

ance produceCt~for the bank by relieving them of administrative costs, the cost of 

carrying overdue loans, and the cost of pursui~g debtors so that we can compare 

them to the insuer's adlilinistrative costs and derive an estimate of the net gain 

for the agri cul tura 1 credit sys tem. 



Graph #3 

PANAMA: BOA'S TOMATO PORTFOLIO EXPERIENCE 
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In Oc~ober 1980, David Gi Iboa and I reviewed the advisabi I ity of FAO 

bec=ming involved in cr09 reinsurance as had been requested by its previous 

General Assembly. Our views were pres~nted in a brief paper entitled 

Reinsurance 3nd Comorehensive Croo Insurance ProGrams. Since then, work 

supported by the Agency for International Development ~~::: and implemented by 

the Inieramerican Institute for Agricultural Cooperation~! i~7 in Latin 

America as wei I as the continuing review of programs and issue3 in other parts 

of the world has shed new I ight on th~ design of crop insurers and ha3 made it 

evident that a supplement to the earl ier paper would be useful. 

The basic premise of this paper wi I I be that the availabil ity of crop 

reinsurance is limited primari Iy b'Y structural factors of 'i'i1C~ crop insurers 

themselves and that these can be managed 'rllth prope,' IJlanning. Central to 

this premise is our bel ief, supported by earlr experience In Latin America as 

we I I as by the mature progr ams In Maur it i us and Puerto Rico, '~hat 'j-he crop 

'. Insurers can be self-financing organizations once they_have gotten through an 

approximately ten-year startup period. 

For the sake of readers not famillarJti..:th.crop insurance or reinsurance, 

a brief explanation follows. 

Re insurance refers to the proc~~'ereby an i nsur ance organ i zat ion cedes 

to another organization part of Its insurance I labilities. Reinsurance 

enables tha insurer to handle more rls~s than it would be able to accept 

otherwise, and it reduces the ri~~ that in the event of a catastrophe the 

insurer 'llfi/! suffer 1000Jt,s in excess of its financial resources. It Is, In 

shor~, a means for financing large 10SSG~. 

In case of comprehensive crop insurance programs, there exists the 



pOiential for large losses due to drought, floods, frost, excessive rainfall 

and simi lar haz9rds which might affect a large proportion of the farmers at 

the same time. The threat of these losses has been one of the more effective 

deterrents to the introduction of comprehensive crop Insurance. 

Some countries have considered establishing programs by Investing large 

sums of capital in their insurance schemes in order to provide a reserve for 

catastrophic losses. Although this Is prudent, It is costly since resources 

which could be used in other development programs are tied up. It Is, also, 

Impossible for the poor nations. 

Most countries have operated their crop insurance schemes on a 

pay-as-you-go basis by pledging the ful I faith and credit of the government~ 

to the insurers. The clear disadvantages of this system are the 1-lweat of 

disruption of budgeted ~evelopment plans, the stimulation of Inflcl~ion If 

government prints money to pay losses, and the uncertainty as to whether or 

not poor governments 'Iii I I Indeed be able to cover claims fully and promptly. 

Reinsurance enables a country to pay a relatively smal I annual p~~mlum 

and to receive a relatively larg-e return on those Infrequent occasions ... hen 

catastrophic losses occur. Reinsurance, thus, makes It less costly and safer 

to operate a cr.op Insurance program. If crop Insurance Itself Is desirable, 

then reinsurance is a necessity for al I but the wealthiest nations. 

The remainder of this paper is arranged in four sections. Section I I is 

concerned with the state of the relnsuran~e market at present and whether or 

not there is much unsatisfied dem~nd. from crop Insurers. Section I I I reviews 

five options for managing reinsurance needs. Section IV describes the 

relevant structural factor's of crop Insurers and i'helr Impact upon 

reinsurabi I ity. The final section presents a summary and recommendations. 
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I I. CURR::NT SirHUS OF CRCP RE I NSURA.NCE 

The qvestion which we must address here is: Is reinsurance in such 

scarce suoply or offered under such onerous conditions that a special 

reinsurance program should be launched .by the governments of developing 

coun~'ries and International Developr,lent Organizations~DO'i; 

The way to answer the question Is by examing the current situation. 

Informal discussions with crop insurance, government, reinsurance and 

International Financial Organizations (IF~ officials permit the fol lowing 

inccmplete ccmpi latlon: 
(j;C") 

A. Countries and programs with at least five years of experience: 

1. Those in which the governments supply adequate reserves and 

therefore do not appear to want to buy reinsurance from outs. __ 

are: Japan, U.S.A., Canada, Sweden,. and Mexic:o. 

2. Those 'Hhich manage to purchase even a small reinsul"(j',\,e covei-
. 

include: Mauritius, Puerto Rico, Israel, South Africa, 

Zimbabwe, and Panama. 

3. Those which could "probably benefit from reinsurance at present 

are: Costa Rica, Sri Lanka and Cyprus. 

B. Countries and programs with less than five years of experience: 

1. Those which have started or may start crop insurance programs 

and may want reinsurance In the next 3 to 7 years are: Ecuador, 

Bolivia, Dominican Repub,l.ic, Venezuela, India, Republic of 

Korea, Phi I ippines, Thai land, Indonesia, Austral ia, Tai'Nan, 

Pakistan and Chi Ie. 

~ 

2. Those '1/ i ~h crop-ha i I I nsurance carr i ed out by the pr i vate sector 

which may expand to comprehensive coverage It~einsurance were 

availa!:>le are: r-1ost ot Western Europe, Argentina and Australia. '~i:; 
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From ~he above I iST, it seems that there is no great unmet need for 

reinsurance at present. The programs mentioned at item A.2. require, in my 

opinion, tha~ structural adjustments be made before they can qual ify for 

reinsurance coverage. Significant demand should develop in the next five 

years. An informal survey of commercial reinsurance companies indicates that 

commercial reinsurance 'Iii I I ~e available to 'lie I I-managed crop insurance 

programs or.ce T~ey gain a minimum of experience and maturity. 

I I I. REINSURANCE MANAGE~ENT OPTIONS 

In this section 'lie wi II discuss five al ternatives for financing 

catastrophic losses. The first th'ree-:--involve the reinsurance mechanism; 

commercial reinsurers, a pool and an international reinsurance fund. The 

fourth alternative is banking, 'lihich is qualitativeJy distinct from 

reinsurance. The final aliernative is''j'o providF! technical assis'j"ance 1'CJ the 

" 
insurers so that they can obtain thei, o\vn reinsllrance. 

A. Ccmmercial Reinsurers 

Currently, international commercial reinsurers are only slightly Involved 

In crop insurance,~insuring just six programs. There are at least three 

reason;, 'lihy ccmmerci al re insurers shou I d be I nterested I n crop Insurance; (1) 

it is a ne ... risk, which wi II help their porto I ios to be more balanced, (2) it 

can generate a fair profit, and (3) there is consicerable surplus capacity 

(i .e. - unceruti I ized capital) in the market at present. HO'liever, reinsurers 

are reluctant to enter into this area.~. 

C ihe re I uctance stem~ from three pr inc i pa I prob I ems a I I c;f wh i ch can be 

overccme ~ith prcper design and ~~nagement. 

1. Catastrophic Ha=~rds -The more I ikely a direct insurer Is to suffer 
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a large loss, the less attractive it is to a reins~rer. F-::lr ex~mp I e, 

an insurer covering 20 crops grown by 50,000 farmers each in a dozen 

different areas and over two planting seasons is more likely to be 

of fered coverage than is an insurer of one crop grown by ami I I ion 

farmers in only a few areas. Insura~ce programs should be designed 

to provide as much spread as possible. 

91 Comprehensive crop insurers cover such hazards as drou~ht, flcod, 

disease, insects, and typhoons. A characteristic of these is that 

when one farmer is affected, al I are affected. This catastrophe 

potential is a serious problem and must be mat1aged just as the lack 

of spread. The number of crops, planting seasons ~nd areas where 

the insurer works must b& in~reased. New programs such as farmer's 

I if a insurance and I ivestock: aquaculture and forestry insurance, . 
farm machinery, bUildii.L9S. nd\/iabili-ry insurance have 

• I 

so as to balance the i su~els portt01 io. 
V" 

~o be added 

2. Exper i ence -~10st crop insurers do not have much exp.ar i ence to show 

the reinsurers who req~ire it for calculating a premium rate. 

Also, crop insurance managers frequently have no previous insurance 

experience; this further discomfits reinsurers. Finally, there have 

been several failures in the past which have chastised reinsurers. 

Therefore, it is necessary for any crop insurer to have a minimum of 

three to five years'~succes;:ul operations under stable management 

to show their prospective reinsurer. This can be gained during the 

pilot stage. 

3. Moral Hazard - In order to manage the startup costs and to provide 

a guarantee for ~xcess losses during this period, most crop insurance 

program designers have turned to the government. While providing the 
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8 
desired ~enefits, the involvemen7 of government has created another 

preblem: moral hazard. ~·~eral nazard ordinari Iy refers to the 
~' 

incen,i-Ies insurance provi:Jes the insured to deliDerately cause or 

falsify a less ane collect frem the insurer. In this case, we are 

concerned about the insurer causing ";"'1"" _r-~r losses for the 

reinsurer. 

The re i nsur ance re I at i onsh i pis usua I I Y protected by the insurer I s 

desire to make a profit or, at least, to avoid losses. This is not 

the case for a Pol itical iy ~lanaged Insurance Corporation (P~lIC) since 

the ultimate motivator is the pol itical status of the program's 

contro I I ers, (P~·ll CIS are d Lscussed insect i on I V.) ''''hen many farmers 

suffer a noninsurable loss simultaneouslys they are I ikely to apply 

pressure to the government which wil I be tempted to get out of this 

difficult situation by ordr:iing ihe insurer to pay~ The exls'rence o-f 

reinsurance reduces pressures for financial I'esponsibi I ity Md 

results in a practice called "milking," which is 1"he grea'~e~':' single 

barrier to a successful reinsurance relationship. 

Wh~n the reasons for and against reinsurers participation are wei~hed, 

!nd the fact that they are presently reinsuring six programs considered, we 

-:an feel reasonably confident about future availabi I ity. The major problem 

seems not to be with the reinsurers but with the qual ity of insurers seeking 
------

:overage. The most productive role for development agencies then would seem 

to be as a provider of technical assistance to help existing and new programs 

become Tchnically Managed Insurance Corporations CTMIC). <TMIC's are al~ 

discussed in Section IV.) 

8. Peo I 

A poo: is an agreement between insurers to cede a part of each 

insurer's premium income and liability to the pool in exchange for an equal 
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pari of each other's I iabi I ities and premium. 

The pool itself does not assume any risk. Just as any reinsurance 

pr::lgr2r.1, the pool has several advantages: (1) it spreads risks, (2) it 

reduces the reserve capital required for any given portfol io, and (3) it 

enables the participants to increase the amount of coverage in force. 

SlJrpluses 'lihich carlnot be covered by the pool may be reinsurF'Jd ccmmercially. 

P~,IIC's represent a difficulty for the pool. Some countries 'Iii I! place 

poer business in it and wi II tend to run a deficit. Other countries wi II 

resent subsidizing these and wi II withdraw. To prevent this,the pool wi II 

have to institute management contro"is~'" This is expensive, and can be done 

more econcmical Iy by the already existing commercial reinsureCJ. Pools are 

effective means for reinsuriny' "good" risks, but cal1not change "bad" risks to 

"good" • 

C. International Reinsurance Fund 

An International Reinsurance Fund differs from a pool in that it is 

capital ized and accepts risks for its own account. Since national crop 

insurance programs are often control led and subsidized by their governments, 

this institution could be establ ished under an agreement betw~ the 

governments of the Interested countries. 

As a risk assuming entity, the institution must be provided by the 

participating governments with adequate capital as an initial reserve. 

International assistance in the form of develorment grants or loans does not 

seem likely at this time. Since ccmmercial reinsurance is possible for 

TMIC's, donor countries wi II noto ~anOt to undercut them. Rather, they '~ould 

prebably prefer to help the P~1IC's reconstitute themselves as TMIC's. 

It is essential for this tund, just as it is tor ~e pools, that in 

the long run the receipts (plus interest on invest~ents) should balance with 
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payments (plus the adminIStrative costs) to each national crop insurer. 

Again, some procedure for periodic review of ths results for each partner is 

essential. Other-,.,.jse, as we hav!? already seen, some insurers wi II gain at the 

eX::lense of others; distrust and dissatisfaction wi II grow and the insititution 

wi II not be ab Ie to function. A reinsu'rance fund seems to have the same 

limitations as do the pools--it cannot make "good" risks out of "bad". 

O. Bankinq 

The International Financial Organizations (IFO), both pUJlic and 

private sector, present an additional alternative. These organizations can 

provide loans to cover the large lo~s~~ with which we are conerned. These can 

be granted as either standard loans or as contingent loans, and they can be 

given at either commercial or concessional interest rates. This may be the 

only source of extranati00al fin~ncing for the PMIC's 

A contingent loan is simi lar to a I ine of credit. 1'he loan Is agreecJ to 

before handi a small holding fee Is charged; then, when needed, funds are 

drawn down; and repayment is made according to previously specified time and 

interest rate conditions. A difference bet' .... een contingent loans and I:lnes of 

credit is that drawdowns from the former are made only upon the occurrence of 

specified contingencies instead of whenever the borrower wishes. 

One important difference ber~een contingent loans and long term insurance 

arrangement~ is the schedul ing of the payments. In the case of contingent 

loans, repayment cCf:'les after a loss, when the borrower may find it most 

difficult. With reinsurance, repayment· is spread out evenly with part of the 

loss being paid beforehand. 

'r'lhether the loans are made at concessional or commercial rates is a 

political question which is greater than the scope of this paper. However, If 

loans are available, It is more likely that the n.1IC's rather than PMIC's 
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wi II ge1" eitner concessional or ccmmercial loans. This is because programs 

thaT dis~iibute their benefits according to teChnical rather than pol itical 

criteria 'Nill be more effective in dealing with risk and uncertainty, and 

hence'l1ore likely to stimulate agricultural production. Unfortunately, it is 

most I ikely that loans 'Hi II not be avai,lable at all. This is because the 

IFO's ',oIi II be reluctant to invest their I imited funds in programs which 

dupl icate the already existing reinsurance institutions. 

,.. .... Tech~ical Assistance Association 

The simplest form of cooperation be~Neen national programs is the creation of 

an office to provide generalized technical assistance for the insurers. It 

would be similar to a trade association in that it would serve as a 

communication channel for insurers wanting to learn about reinsurance. It 

would not replace the reinsurer - broker - client relationship) but would 

facilitate it. Membershi~ in the association I'/ouid be considered by the 

reinsurers as a minor indication of the ccmpetence of an insurer • 
. 

The association would need to be supported in the beginning by a 

contr i but i on frcm i nternat i ona I donors but wou I d have to cane up ',01 i th a .des i gn 

for eventual self-financing before those contributions would be forthcaning. 

Financial self-sufficiency Is always problematic for this kind of 

association. 

The association would not be able to place "bad" business, of course, but 

it could be used to del iver the technical assistance needed to help PMIC's 

convert to n-1 I CiS. 

IV. STRUCTURAL FACTORS OF CROP INSURERS 

Now let us consider the nature of the insurers being reinsured. The most 

important single factor is the quality-of-management -- whether it is 

techr.ically or pol itically ccminated. The reason for this ~ that moral 

~\ 
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is capable of destroying reinsurance 

relationshi~s. Several other factors are also discussed below. 

In this ;:Ja:Jer ',ole have been referring to n.IIC's and P~·lIC's as if they were 

un i que and mutual I y exc I uS ive mode I s of crop insurers. A I though many 

variaTions exist bet'",een these conceptual poles, it wi II help the discussion 

thaT fo I I C'liS if '"e assume that they are indeed un i que and mutua I I y exc I us i 'Ie. 

A. ~Ianacementf. 

~ ~haT are the management options and what are their effects? 

Management, as ',ole have st i;Ju I ated, can be dcm i nated by either po Ii t lea I 

or technical/professional concerns,"'::no"t by both. If decisionmaking is 

control led by pol itical forces, the insurer wi I I be unable to resist certain 

pressures for ex gratia loss payments. This is n01. necessarily the case for 

?~1IC's in other lines of business--automobile insurance fCh' e~2mplo 

. 
when an insured suffers an uninsured loss, he wi II selclcm be 2bln 'j'o force 'rhe 

insurer into paying. However, '",ith crop insurance cases often arise where 

several hundred, or even thousand, farmers suffer an uninsured loss at one 

time.· Here, because of the force of their numbers, they often are successrul 

in obtaining payment. If a government is close to an election or is feel ing 

insecure for any r,_ ,son, the leverage of the insured farmers is increased. If 

* In insurance terminology, we can differentiate between these two cases by 
pointin9 out that in one case independent exposure units are insured 
(automobiles) whereas in the other case the exposure units are highly 
correlated (e.g., neigh~~ring farmers exposed to drought). It is this 
exposure unit feature in ~cmbination with the PMIC, and not the PMIC per se, 
which makes reinsurance for crops so di,fficult. The case of I.N.S. (Instituto 
Nacional de Sequros), a government insurance monopoly in Costa Rica, is 
instructive. Among reinsurers, I.N.S. has a reputation for being one of the 
most professional and ccmpetent'fnsurers in Latin America. It has had no 
difficulty in obtaining and KeeDing reinsurance for its regular I ines--fire, 
I ife, auto, health, etc. Based on this excellent reputation it convinced a 
group ot Ger~2n, Swiss, British, American, and S',o/edish reinsurers to provide 
crcp coverage several years ago. The program developed wei L unti I a large 
loss occurred at an inauspicious time. The reinsurers paid their claims, of 
course, but then withdrew frcm any further ~articipation. 
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the losses can ~e ~assed or, to a reinsurer, fund or pool, then restraint is a 

mOS7 ?recaricus virtue. 
.' 

nllC's ,7'.a'l taxe several for:':1s. They may be regular stock ccr.tpanies. 

They may be mUTuals or ccoperativGs. They may be town mutuals (very smal I 

ccmpanies operating in I imited areas) as in Japan. Finally, they may be 

mixed-sector enterprises, but only with I imited government control. A 

unifying element among al I these forms is that they are concerned with either 

making a profit or, at least, as in the case of the cooperatives, avoiding 

losses. 

We should ~2ke one last observ~tion before leaving the PMIC's and . .,. 

T:~IC's--that ?~·IIC's ' .. ark reasonably well in one kind of country. These are 

the affluent nations which can afford to pay for their political decisions. 

-This is the case for Japan and the U.S.A., with their modified PMIC' s , and for 

Canada, S'lieden and ~exico. However, small and p09r coun-j-ries anci ~specially 

countries exposed to severe catastrophic losses (e.g., typhoons to island 

nations) cannot afford the luxury of PMIC's. For them, reinsurance is 

especially crlJciel and a T:·1IC type organization Indispensable. 

8. Financing}' 

What is the probabi I ity of being able to bui Id self-financing Insurers? 

What is the effect? 

Self-tinanci~g insurers now exist in Puerto Rico and Mauritius, thus 

demonstrating the feasibi I ity of the idea. Both of these are broad risk 

(windstorm) rather than ccmprehensive ~nsurers. This means that the need for 

Inspection and administrative costs .are lo~ered but they must stil I cope with 

the problems associated with catastrophic risks. 

Theoretically, it seems possible to have a self-financing, tully 

comprehensive crop insurer it it is directed to smal I scale commercial tarmers 

(SSCF) and has a diversified portfolio. SSCF's produce a surplus with which 
. /l '/ ) 
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1"0 ;Jay premium. Credii I inkages, as we shall see below, are also important. 

Initial results frcm a project in Latin America support the feasi~i I ity of 

self-sut~iciencj. 

There are t' .. o difficult financial problems for a comprehensive crop 

insurer. One is the handl ing of laic~ I055~S and the other the startup of 

operaiions when rei lable and representative actuarial data do not exist. 

The absence of adeGuate actuar i a I duta in it i a I I Y :-equ i res that the 

i:1surar opera1"': "in the dark" until its c'Nn experience can provide the 

necessary actuarial data. Therefore, the insurer must use judgmental rates in 

the beginning arj must confront the pos3ibi I ity of heavy losses before it has 

had a chance to bui Id up reserves. 
l" 

'Ttfis is one of the core problems 'Nhich 

has ke;Jt the pr ivate sector out of crop insurance and h~s reserved it 

incorrect I y, as an exc I us ive fie I d for soc i a I i nsur,ance. 

One feas i b I E' strategy I s that government unden!j' ite th~ S'~ZI 'j"UP costs 

and guarantee excess losses during this period. This does not~,n~nn, however, 

that program designers must oroduce P~lIC's which wi II be at a disadvantage in 

the next stage when they want and need ccmmercial reinsurance in order to 

finance the truly large losses. 

f progr ems can be made to be se I f-support I ng, then no~1 y wi I I government 

,e saved the expense of supporting it, but it wi I I also be freed to al low the 

Insurer to function as a TMIC. 

HO'N is the self-financing, technically managed insurer to be built? Here 

is one scenario; there are many. 

A mutual insurer is establ ished. Each farmer/pol icyholder has a vote 

for the board of director. The ,nsul"er begins with a management appointed by 

the prcr.1oters. 

A development loan of the two-step type is obtained by ~he government 

from an IFO or aid donor and passed on to the Insurer in local currency. '. 
"7 1 

I 



Conditions mi:;ht be as follow: 

L02n ~o gover~men-

10 years gr2ce at 2% 
20 Veers payment at 3~ 

Relo2n to insurer 
10 years grace at 5% 
20 years payment at 6% 
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The insurer would place the funds in productive, employment generating 

invest~ents at rates higher than the repayment interest. This margin would 

uncer',o/rite the startup administrative costs. The government's investment 

~ould be protected by the supervision provided by its Insurance Commissioner. 

By year 10 the insurer should be self-sufficient if it has developed a 

large, diversified portfolio. By year 30, it should have paid back the loan 

and generated an equal capital of i~s ~~n. 

What is the nature and the effect of the credit linkage? 

A credit linked crop insurance progr2m is one where most of the fol lowing 

eatures can be found. 

o Banks' clients in specified classes are required to purchase the 

insurance as a condition of the credi ; (e.g., rice farmers in 

certain provinces) 

o The farmer applies for the insurance automatically when he 



appl ies for the loan; 

o The Dremium is added to the farmer's loan, but withheld by the 
. ------~-

bank :nd paid direc~ly ~o ~he insurer; 

o The insurer covers the loan (including the premium), interest 

and, perhaps, a small extra amount; 

o Insured amount, loan amou~t and costs of production are al I 

rough I Y equa I ; 

o The far,":1er, banker and insurer all agree that the farmer wi II use 

a specific technology package; 

o The banKS act as a com~unication channel for reporting farmer 

losses back to the insurer; 

o The insurer pays losses into the farmer's bank account; and 

The bank deducts any outstanding loan balance and refunds the 

difference to the farmer. 

It is actually the first item in this I isi" that c9u~es a progl:iim to bs 

credit-I inked. The others are necessary or d~sirable for Impl~lentation. 

Credit-linkage provides a means for protecting against adverse selectic 

This occurs when too many persons with a hlgher-than-planned probabi I ~t~ of 

loss purcQ~se the insurance. It is a serious problem for Insurances In whl, .......... 
particip6f;on Is voluntary. )(~edit-linked programs~ semi-obligatory wh 

works to control ~ adverse selection by automatically selecting an averag 

group of farmers. 

Credit I inkage also facil itates low cost administration and guarantees 

geod number of clients. 
, 

These things have a strong impact on the financial 

viabi I ity of the insurer. 

F i na I ~red it linkage i denti-t-i es c I i ents '/tho tend to fit the SCCF 

description rather than that of the subistence farmer, and situations which 

c 



are more I ikely to support development rather than disaster rei ief goals. 

I n general, it can be said that credit I inkage supports a strategy 

characterized by T~IC, self-financing, SCCF and development goal features. 

F. SUr.1mary 

In this section we described several structural aspects of crop Insurers 

wh iCh a ffect the i r re i nsur ab i I I t'l. The first and most important was 

mana~e:.1ent decisionmaking; whether it 'Nould be pol itically or 

technically/professionally dcminated. We called the resulting organizations 

P~·IIC's and T~·IIC's. Because of their Inabi I Ity to control moral hazard, we 
, . .,... 

concluded that reinsurance , .... ould be unavailable for PMIC's or, if obtained, 

unstable. Further, we concluded the TMIC's could be found in stock or mutual 

companies, c=operatives, town mutuals, and even mixed sector Insurers if 

spec I a I pr ecaut Ions were taken to guaranto;e manager i a I I ndependenl""e. 

~lext 'Ne examined financial features of crop insurance. The lack of 

adequate actuarial data early in the program as wei I as sizeable startup cost 

may lead to a dependence on government for financing~ It the programs are not 

properly de5igned, PMIC's rather _than n~IC's will result. Later, when mature, 

the programs wll I need reinsurance for large losses but it they have used the 

government-financed-PMIC strategy, this wll I be precluded. 

We then leoked at the impact of goals on the insurer and Identified two 

discrete bundles of goals. The Disaster Rei lef Goalc; assume that farmers can-

not be self-sufficient and comrnits the progrc?:im to the gClvernment-financed-?~~IC , 
strategy. The Development Goals have the cpposite impact. 

The cl ientele to whom the insurance is directed '",as examined next. Poor, 

smal I farmers were not seen as a monolithic group but one that could be 

usef'Jlly ojl fferentlated Into subsistence and SSCF types. Choosing SSCF 

permits a "selt-tinancing-development-oriented-TMIC" strategy. Choosing 



subsistence farmers leads in the opposi~ire~tion unless a subsidy channeled 

throush some other system raises the subsistence tarmers to SSCF status. 

Finally, the issue of credit I inkage was discussed. Linkage with credit 

makes the programs easier to administer, the self-financing strategy possible, 

supports the development goals, and tends to select SSCF type cl ientele. 

Taken together, these five items define t'NO discrete crop insurance 

strategies. These can be called the P~lIC and TMIC strategies and are shown 

below. 

TWO CROP INSURANCE STRATEGIES 

I SiRUCTUAL I TMIC I P,\'IIC 
ELE~<lENTS I 
1 • MANAGE~IENT TECHN ICALI POLITICAL 

CONTROL PROFESSIONAL ... . . -
2. FINANCING: 

,.' 

A. STARTUP GOVERN~lENT PLUS GOVERN,:1ENT ALONE 
PRIVATE 

8. ,'.1ATURE SELF -F I NMIC I NG GOVERNI·!E~lT SUBS I DY MlO . 
PROGRMI PLUS REINSURANCE FARt·1ER'S PREI"!I UM -3. GOALS ,.. RO~!OiE PROVIDE DISASTER RELIEF 

AGR 1'~UL TURAL 
DEVELOPMENT . " 

4. CLIENTS SI"!ALL SCALE SUBS I STENCE FAP~I,IERS 

CO~1f~ERC I AL 
FARMERS 

5. CREDIT LINKED LINKED OR NOT 
LINKAGE 

v. SW~MARY 

The idea that IFO's and IDO's promote some sort of international 

reinsurance scheme for crop insurer~ ~~oc "~+ seem to be justified. Of 

fourteen programs in in existence for at least five years, six have some 

reinsurance, five do not wish to' purchase coverage, and only three want but 

have been unable to arrange or keep coverage. Each Qf these three programs 

could, in my opinion, obtain reinsurance coverage if its management and 

financial structures were changed. 



:0' '1~ ~~"""lII ~ .' 'ri/ ~I f,"'" ~ . 
'." ~ ~l"""' .. ~ ._ j, 

... --.. j .. . - . ... ... Ii 
Th.:re are ~resen'7ly about fifteen new insurers '..,hich wi II be requesting 

ccverage in three to se'/en years. Many of these are not being structured as 

T:>IIC's and ' .. i II have difficulty in establishing permanent reinsurance 

relationships in the future. 

Since availability of reins'Jrance depends on the quality of the insurer's 

structure, it ',."ould seem that the most productive role for the IDa's is as a 

provider of technical assistance during the design stage. This would enable 

the reinsurance connection to be !Tlade later on. An optimal role for the IFO's 

is to provide the financing for the capital and startup costs of the n~IC's. 

The fact that reinsurance is absolutely necessary for any country or 

insurer ,,.,,ith limited capital if they ''''ish to provide a high quality insurance 

guarantee to a la,-ge number of farmers and sti II stay in buslne~s '"hen large 

losses occur, is part of the justification fnr 100 Clnd IFO involve",en~. The 

impact of crop insurance on farmers, agricultui'al production, cf'edi'j' 

institutions, and extension services is the other part. 

Two other options for providing reinsurance were seen as impractical. A 

reinsurance pool constituted by the various insurers would be vulnerable to 

moral hazard and would tend to disIntegrate quickly. An international 

reinsurance fund would suffer from the same problems, but it would also have 

difficulty in atTracting capital, as potential donors would point to the 

dupl ication of efforts with the establIshed commercial reinsurers. Another 

option, a technical assistance office, would not be very effectIve as It would , 

have no impact on the moral hazard Issue. 

The final option --banking-- seemed to be the only hope, althcugh a 

very sl im one, for t~e P!v1IC insurers. They should discuss the situation wIth 

the de'lelopr.ent banks, but again one must question the wisdc:r.'l of using IFO 

funds to compete with the already existing International reInsurance 


